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HAPPY WOMEN’S DAY
Engage | Encourage | Empower

Journey at Triniti

Dear Triniti,

From 1 to 58 in 22 years

Wish you all a very Happy Women’s Day. I hope you will find
this newsletter useful.

There are 58 women working in
various departments at Triniti and
they contribute to 23% of the
workforce.

Engage, Encourage,
and Empower
• Teach your nieces, sisters,
cousins, daughters to value
education and work
• Buy products from companies
that support women
• Take a junior female colleague
to a major meeting or event
especially where they're not
already present or contributing
• Mentor and support a woman
and encourage/sponsor her to
pursue her goals
• Understand and teach the
women in your lives that laws
can be tools that empower
women
• At one point last year, there
were 73 women in Triniti.
Several of those that left went
due to personal reasons. Let’s
empower women to ask that
their future families relocate for
them.
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As the month of March approaches, my moments of
reflection on women become frequent and intense. My
family seems to be aware of this as well. So, I asked my three
kids a simple question: “Which woman, according to you,
has had the most significant impact on society?”
Immediately engaging in the Socratic approach, they
countered: Living? Local? World Figure? Celebrity?
It didn’t take them long to answer despite these counterquestions - One daughter picked a 19th-century woman that
paved way for women’s suffrage and equality, another
picked a woman from the entertainment industry who uses
her platform to fight inequality, and my son picked a woman
from the family. It was an interesting and a happy
conversation; I strongly recommend it for your home as well.

#BalanceForBetter - Push for Professional and
Social Equality
The 2019 campaign theme for International Women’s Day is
#BalanceForBetter. We mostly associate/think of balance as
a balance between work and family life, which is natural.
Truly, there is no magic formula to achieve this. We all strive
to balance this scale. It is more often than not a bit skewed.
Rarely being a 50-50 all the time, it tips a little over in either
direction; being aware of this makes the journey of working
outside and inside of home so worthwhile.
However, there is another balance that is extremely
important and that truly empowers. The world is moving
towards legal gender equality, but at an extremely slow
pace. Only six countries currently give women and men
equal rights, a major report from the World Bank has found.
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Belgium, Denmark, France, Latvia, Luxembourg, and Sweden scored full marks of 100 in the
bank's "Women, Business and the Law 2019" report.
Having great respect for data and in true Triniti TRAC approach, I combed through this report.
India scored a 71.25 and USA 83.75. The scores were calculated based on the 8 indicators as
shown below.

INDICATOR

INDIA'S
SCORE

USA SCORE

Going Places

100

100

Starting a Job

100

100

Getting Paid

0

75

Getting
Married

100

100

Having
Children

40

20

Running a
Business

75

100

Managing
Assets

80

100

Getting a
Pension

75

75

The indicator “Getting Paid” measured
occupational segregation and the gender
wage gap. And the indicator “Having
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Children” examines the protection of women’s
work after having children.

Transparency leads to a 100
Triniti is proud to be practicing gender parity
and non-discriminatory hiring, rewarding,
retaining, and compensating methods. It is
not just a policy on paper. This is proven by a
very transparent approach to reviews and
information pertaining to compensation.
If India’s score was to be re-calculated taking
Triniti’s “Getting Paid” and “Having Children”
indicators, it would rank in the top 50 nations
in the world. For Triniti employees based in
the US, the revised “Getting Paid” indicator
would move them up 15 spots!
Not many companies have either the courage,
culture, or vision to operate at this level of
transparency. A huge pat on the back to ALL
Triniti Employees and congratulations to Triniti
Management for making this possible.
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Sense of gratitude
In World Economic Forum terms, Triniti is certainly 207 years ahead! As we celebrate the 58
smart, hardworking, and dedicated women at Triniti, I urge all of Triniti to take time to reflect and
thank the few women, about two decades ago, who paved the way. I also urge you to celebrate
Triniti as a whole that made it all possible; let’s work towards preserving this creation with a sense
of achievement and gratitude.

Earned Respect
I have consistently maintained and repeated that no home prospers where its women folk are not
respected. The same holds true for Triniti as a family. Triniti believes in treating all its employees
with respect and fairness.

Inspiring Stories
Every year, I look forward to highlighting a woman that was a source of inspiration. This year, I was
moved by a WhatsApp message about Padma Shri winners(highest civilian award granted by
India). Unlike most forwards, that make the rounds on several groups, this message appeared
only in one group and seemed to just vanish in cyber-ether. These women were so inspiring that I
looked them up to read more about them. Padma Shri awardee Saalumarada Thimmakka is
known to have said, "I have been honoured with an award. But I don't know what the award is.”
She surely finds her award in her work. I hope you will find them as inspiring as I did.
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Let’s Celebrate the Triniti Way

Interestingly, my daughter who picked the historical figure said, “If I were a man in those days, I
would have probably followed the same rules; I wouldn't have known any different or better”. An
insightful observation by a teenager, it highlights the fact that we are creatures of habit and
conventions. Let’s be aware that rules that are inherently unequal or unjust must be questioned
and challenged. Confirming to conventions did not win these ladies their Padma Shri.
Personally, I am thankful for the role model choices my kids made, for we must celebrate and
thank women that paved the way before us while also celebrating women of our times: both the
well known and the not well known women in our daily lives.
Triniti has a long tradition of celebrating International Women’s Day at its Hyderabad office. For
those who are away from the festivities like I am, we will be with you all in spirit. Thank you to all
the staff and Triniti for making this celebration possible. I look forward to seeing pictures from the
event and also hearing back from you. With warm wishes to you and your families.
Yours Sincerely,

Kalpana Joshi Alamela
kjalamela@gmail.com
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